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give yourself the luxury furniture you deserve

Identify a dining environment as your own distinct
impression with Signature.  A modern case good collection
that marks your unique personal sense of style.

Constructed of environmentally sensitive materials,
Signature features Ebony veneers, exotic Walnut Burl
veneers and select solids.

The veneer and woods used in the manufacturing of Signature are from companies who
practice sustainable forest management, which includes selective harvesting and
aggressive reforestation.

Our eco-friendly line of veneers are imported from Italy and have "SGS Certification"
confirming that the trees are from Italian Agricultural Plantations. The unique engineering
process on these veneers creates an near blemish-free veneer with vibrant grain and
colour detailing.



#41-180 Display Curio
Full-size glass doors
4 adjustable glass shelves w/ plate groove
Mirrored back
Multi-setting touch-hinge halogen lighting
Dimensions:  48w    20d    84h  in.

122w    51d 214h  cm.  
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#41-130  Side Chair
Walnut Burl veneer back
Fabric shown: Crocodile Leather
Dimensions:  21w    24d    37h  in.

53w    61d    94h  cm. 

#41-140  Arm Chair
Walnut Burl veneer back
Fabric shown: Crocodile Leather
Dimensions:  22w    24d    37h  in.

56w    61d    94h  cm.  

#41-180 Display Curio
Full-size glass doors
4 adjustable glass shelves 
Mirrored back
Touch-hinge halogen lighting dimmer
Dimensions:  48w    20d    84h  in.

122w    51d 214h  cm.  

#41-120  Rectangular Table
Features 2 x 18” self-storing leaves (see inset)
Total opening: 116” (295cm)
Dimensions:  80L    46w    30h  in.

203L  117w    76h  cm.

#41-105 Sideboard
Crocodile pattern leather panel doors
(also available with walnut burl doors)
Wine bar storage pedestals (see pg 4)
Interior drawer and adjustable shelves 
Dimensions:  78w    20d   38h  in.

198w    51d   97h  cm.  

#41-210 Mirror
Crocodile pattern leather frame
Beveled mirror
Dimensions:  59w     40h  in.

150w   102h  cm.
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#41-105 Sideboard
Crocodile pattern leather panel doors
(also available with walnut burl doors. see pg 5)
Wine bar storage pedestals (see inset)
Interior drawer and adjustable shelves 
Dimensions:  78w    20d   38h  in.

198w    51d    97h  cm.
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#41-107 Sideboard
Walnut burl panel doors
Wine bar storage pedestals (see pg 4)
Interior drawer and adjustable shelves 
Dimensions:  78w    20d   38h  in.

198w    51d 97h  cm.  

#41-210 Mirror
Crocodile pattern leather frame
Beveled mirror
Can be hung horizontally or vertically
Dimensions:  59w    40h  in.

150w   102h  cm.  
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LEDA FURNITURE LTD.
350 Clayson Road,  Toronto, Ontario, Canada.  M9M 2H2

Tel: 416-745-9588 Fax: 416-745-1803 
email: info@ledafurniture.com    www.ledafurniture.com

This catalog is the property of Leda Furniture and is for the use of their authorized retailers.
Complete and/or partial reproduction without written consent from Leda Furniture management is prohibited.

Copyright MMVII.  Printed in Canada

Note to Retailers:
All furniture photographed are available to qualified Leda Furniture retailers.
Possession of this catalog does not necessarily constitute authority to purchase,
nor does the furnishing of this catalog constitute an offer by Leda to sell any or
all of the items contained herein.   

All photography, illustrations and specifications in this catalog represent the most
current product information available at time of printing.  All information, product
design and product availability is subject to change without notice.

Caring for Signature:

Wood Finish:
Leda finishes are resistant to most everyday
hazards, however some precautions are
necessary to maintain the beauty of your
furniture.
- dust regularly with a soft clean cloth, slightly
moistened with water, dry completely with a
separate dry cloth, always rubbing with the grain
pattern
- avoid contact with harsh solvents, i.e.: hot
dishes, nail polish, alcohol and moisture.
- clean spills immediately
- use pads when displaying accessories and
heated items on table and cabinet
- do not place furniture tops near heating
outlets, windows or direct sunlight

Decorative Hardware:
- clean with a soft damp cloth.
- avoid using harsh detergents or polish on the
hardware.

These practices will help your Leda Furniture
maintain its beauty and elegance for years to
come.

Statement of Quality 

Leda has manufactured furniture since the late
1960's, utilizing state of the art technology,
skills and craftsmanship.  Each piece is made to
exacting standards and of the highest quality
materials available. All pieces are inspected at
numerous intervals during the manufacturing
process,  including a final inspection prior to
packaging.

Despite our best efforts some imperfections may
occur once the furniture has had time to settle
after the manufacturing process.   

Leda Furniture selects glass and mirrors of the
highest quality to complement the furniture.
However the very best glass and mirrors may
have certain characteristics that are inherent in
the glass making process, these include faint
scratches, air bubbles and pitted areas.  These
minor allowable marks do not detract from the
beauty and integrity of the product. 

Leda Furniture Ltd stands behind its product in
regard to manufacturing related issues
(materials, workmanship) for a period of one
year from date of shipment from our factory.

Signature


